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Here we are, so quickly in the middle of Labor Day weekend.  The bridge weekend that marks a 

time between summer and the rest of the year.  A bridge between the flurry of different activities, 

that the summer brings, that are meant to step away from the normal pace of things.  Labor Day 

gives us a nod of acknowledgement to workers,  everyday laborers both in and out of their 

homes.   

 

For families, it has traditionally been thought of as the final hurrah before school starts - with a 

combination of regret, excitement, and a sigh of relief.  Of course,  for many school has already 

started, schedules have already shifted,  just as jobs for many are shifting…some in need of work 

or some in need of a change.                                                                                                                       

And the idea of celebrating Labor Day lays somewhere between - resting and rushing. 

 

I remember as a child,  and then as a parent, the whirlwind of shopping for school supplies 

before Labor Day - getting backpacks ready, stuffed with items that stretched the zippers…it felt 

like we were suddenly rushing toward the First Day of School!                                                                                                                                           

I don’t know about others but for me, as a parent, it was Labor Day weekend - those last few 

days of summer- when we would try to enact a crash course into earlier bedtimes that would 

better suit the pace of school schedules.  It was another kind of rushing, but this time to an earlier 

bedtime that made most of us cranky because it meant summer was ending. 

 

I think these many months past, that the line between work and time off, employed, and 

unemployed, and the importance of personal and global events   have become more blurred – 

unclear when to rest or when to rush forward.   

 

Our readings today are layered around some huge biblical events. We stepped between Jesus 

equipping, instructing and sending the disciples out on mission and their return, and skipped over 

the portion in which John the Baptist was killed, and how Jesus and his followers must mourn 

this loss. And after the disciples have returned to tell Jesus of their accomplishments, it seems 

Jesus almost interrupts them, inviting them to come away with him to rest.  And then we hear 

that their rest is interrupted by the many who were not just following Jesus and the disciples,   
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but had rushed ahead of them.  Crowds milling about, waiting for…something.                                                                                 

What happens next, which we did not read this morning, are two of the more notable miracles of 

Jesus; feeding 5,000 and then walking on water and stilling a storm.  Big big happenings in the 

middle of resting and rushing. 

 

And finally, we did read about many others spotting Jesus and the disciples as they came to shore 

- rushing around   gathering up and bringing those in need and healing.  Whew! 

 

Do these pieces of the story somehow give us a glimpse into our own lives as we scramble for 

balance between rest and rushing.  The cadence and even rush of work, school, outreach to and 

care for others - and pausing, praying, learning…stepping away from the rush. 

 

And yet even as we enjoy the idea of a Labor Day weekend in the middle of this beautiful day,     

we are aware of what is just the beginning of recovery work for so many people and places 

following hurricane Ida, the continuing work of recovery in Haiti, and from wildfires in the west,    

the work of trying to settle refugees who have so little, including safe haven, Covid variant 

breakthroughs. It seems there is not time to catch our breath between disasters and losses filling 

whatever news feed source you use.                                                                                             

Do we find ourselves struggling with a sense of compassion fatigue? IF so, it is not surprising, I 

think.  Our hearts ache and our minds whirl and we are reminded again,  of how much we need 

God    and how much we need each other so that compassion fatigue does not paralyze us! 

 

We get a glimpse of this in our readings this morning:  through the humanity and the miraculous 

(or divine)    bound together and acted upon through Jesus: 

• That which can draw people out and empower them beyond themselves.  

• That which can encourage behavior that is  beyond    logical expectations.   

• That which listens and invites us to pause, restore, rest and yet also be stretched toward 

the overwhelming plight of others. 

• That which equips and teaches us to keep going even though the needs of the world seem 

endless. For each action, each reach, each touch of compassion means more than just healing. 

 

Do you ever wonder   if Jesus knew he had only a few brief years?  Was he pressed with a time 

limit to get the job done?  What did those few years of his ministry look like?  Was he rushing 

about from teaching to feeding to healing - dragging his disciples along with the plan?  We 

cannot really know – except… that we also know he paused to pray,  paused to listen, perhaps 

seeking to learn from listening.  Seeking to know and show what God intended for his creation… 

And of course, not doing this alone, but inviting others to join in.   

 

And while time and resources may have seemed limited – at least to us - compassion was not.  

Even when Jesus stepped away – as we are told several times he did, to pray, he never stepped 

away from showing compassion. 

So, perhaps it isn’t Jesus we see rushing about, but certainly, from what we hear, the people 

seem to rush toward him.   

Do our hearts rush toward God when we are in need?  Do our hearts rush toward God when our 

sense of compassion for others  feels stretched beyond our limit? 
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And that is where we start…the beautiful God-with-us thing that we celebrate in Jesus.    That 

we can follow such a God who - we can imagine was struggling with grief over the tragic and 

senseless death of John the Baptist.    Who we can imagine got tired and hungry, who we can 

imagine became frustrated when others just didn’t “get” what he was trying to say and do.  Who 

we can imagine wanted to just withdraw and get away from it all.   

 

This is the beauty of the incarnation, the God-with-us thing that shows us there is no shame in 

feeling grief, frustrations, fatigue, wanting to close our eyes and just rest awhile.    

 

And, because of the incarnation, Jesus coming to be God with us, we can also imagine and know    

a God who treasures us so much - as to be like us, as we are. And within all of these experiences 

and emotions we remember that while we are not God, we have a God with us who shows the 

way through. 

 

And so, what is God’s high standard or expectation that is shown to us, by all this?                                   

Well, this does not tell us that we must ignore our own deep needs or come up with a perfect - 

one size fits all - response or solution.    Nor do I believe this is telling us that tireless unending 

work is the standard or expectation God sets for us.   

 

No, if there is a standard or ideal to reach for, it is – like our opening hymn sings- love and 

compassion in the midst of it all. Love and compassion bind us together…and it is the lens 

through which we must view the world.   

God’s compassion for us. Our own compassion that we offer ourselves and others…and that 

which others show us, enables us to actually see hope enacted.                                                   

Compassion enables us to anticipate good, from God and others. When we begin from a place of 

compassion for others, we are better able to see the gifts we have in each other. 

 

When we feel overwhelmed by the desire to rest - yet rushing around, when we are overwhelmed 

by the rush of news events or personal events…pause a moment, pray a moment.  Compassion 

given…compassion received.  The world will still be there, but you may see it differently,                                         

and you may see your place in it with hope, because you have the God given power to be kind.     

You have the power to be part of healing this world we have enjoyed, nurtured…used, and 

wounded.  We have the power to be people who show compassion for whatever struggles others 

have. 

 

Today, as we find ourselves somewhere between resting and rushing, between coming and going 

let us realize how much we need to come together at this table and share in Communion. Not just 

as a symbol of breaking bread together, but as an expression of God truly with us.                                                                         

God who sends us to serve others and God who invites us to pause in prayer.  In this we 

celebrate the presence of the one whose teaching and spirit enables us. Jesus who reminds us 

when we feel poured out,  emptied by… or too full of the worlds brokenness that God’s 

compassion for us is more than we can hold.  And by showing compassion to others we are not 

left empty - for God’s compassion is limitless.  Let us come to the table and be filled again.  

Amen 

 

 


